
Sustainable wine: what’s up?



➢ Why sustainability 

in wine business?

Agenda

➢ How Technology 

is changing vineyards 



Food system is changing!How will food systems nutritiously and sustainably feed 
8.5 billion people in 2030?



Why sustainability in wine?

 increase of demand towards products with high nutritional and 
health content

 growing consumer's attention to food safety and quality

 media networks and consumer needs boosting food risk 
communication and traceability information

There are also some further food market trends:



Why sustainability in wine?

Consumers become more and more interested in healthy food and its 
social and environmental impacts. However,

 Do they take care of the credentials of the wines they 
purchase?

 Do they give importance to pesticides, winemaking 
practices, water and carbon dioxide footprints?  

 Do they know how seasonal workers are contractually 
treated and health and safety protected during the harvest?



Why sustainability in wine?

Are you willing to buy a bottle of wine which:

 whose glass weighs almost more than the contents

 on which chemicals are sprayed often without factual 
and effective planning

 obtained from vineyards irrigated with more than 100 
liters of water to produce 1 glass of wine

 with a consumption of water in the cellar of 2.5 liters 
of water per liter of wine

 transported by air from one continent to another?



Why sustainability in wine?

Systembolaget, Alko and Vinmonopolet (Scandinavian wine monopolies) 
have applied in the international bids specific requirements for:

 low-alcohol wines

 lighter bottles or recyclable containers (e.g. bag-in-box)

 organic, biodynamic, sustainable or fair-trade certifications

 social code of conduct requirements (e.g. BSCI)

 traceability verification processes and audits



What’s inside a glass of wine?

source: http//www.vignevin.com/pratiques-oeno

Why sustainability in wine?

source: Winefolly



Why sustainability in wine?
What’s inside a glass of wine?



Source: the BSCI Sustainable Wine Programme (2017)

Caporalato has been forbidden under 
Italian law since 2011 and is recognised as 
a criminal offence for which recruiters and 
producers can be convicted. However, in 

2016 an estimated 430,000 workers were 
recruited through this process.

Why sustainability in wine?The hidden side of social aspects



Why sustainability in wine?
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Sustainable practices in wine

Sustainable practices and programs generate positive outcomes:
 provide an holistic approach

 improve company performances  

 better quality assurance process

 address consumer needs 

 foster the company image

Key performances indicators:

 reducing water and energy use

 minimizing pesticide use

 building healthy soil

 protecting air and water quality

 recycling natural resources

 maintaining surrounding wildlife habitat

 providing employee education

 communicating with neighbors, retailers and consumers about 
vineyard and winery operations



National and International programs



How Technology is changing 

vineyards



IoT applications outcomes

Measure and data analysis of sustainability indicators 
(e.g. water, air, nutrients, chemicals, biodiversity, etc.) 

• risk reduction of grapes illness
• improve grapes quality
• reduce environmental footprint
• remote control equipment's
• decrease health and safety workers incidents

Predictive maintenance and process control • increase production continuity end efficiency
• boost traceability and supply chain management

Knowledge Based Model (KBM)/Decision Support System (DSS) • reduce cost, improve savings and stimulate better planning

Product information and tailor made promotions • improve customer experience and client loyalty

Technology & vineyards

Source: Osservatorio Smart AgriFood (2017)



➢Maximized output and optimized 

management

➢ Improved wine quality

➢Remote monitoring of the vineyard

➢Eco-friendly operations

The TracoVino project (Germany)

Technology & vineyards



Sustainable stories

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQGWDNY4tv8

The New Zealand wine business aims to be the first 
in the world to be 100% sustainable!

New Zealand Sustainable Winegrowing program was established in 1994 
and in 2002 they have introduced sustainable wineries standards

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQGWDNY4tv8


Sustainable Solutions Consulting
Stefano Maneri

https://stefanomaneri.it/

https://stefanomaneri.it/

